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(57) ABSTRACT 

Printing of an image onto a printing medium is effected such 
that applied ink materials do not rub off. In the event of a 
printing mode in Which the surface printed With an image is 
subject to rubbing, the kinds of ink used are limited so that the 
amount of pigment applied to printing image at least for a part 
of the side of the printing medium is decreased. 
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PRINTING APPARATUS, PRINTING 
METHOD AND PROGRAM 

This application is a divisional of application Ser. No. 
10/885,585, ?led Jul. 8, 2004, pending. 

This application claims priority from Japanese Patent 
Application No. 2003-276268 ?led Jul. 17, 2003, Which is 
incorporated hereinto by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a printing apparatus, a printing 

method and program, for printing, by use of plural kinds of 
inks, image onto a printing medium, in plural printing modes 
including at least a double-sided printing mode in Which 
images are printed on both sides of the printing medium, the 
plural number of kinds of inks including at least one kind of 
pigmented ink and at least one kind of dye ink. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Conventionally, printing apparatuses con?gured as print 

ers or copying machines are constructed to print image on a 
printing material (hereafter called “printing medium”) in 
response to printing information. These printing apparatuses 
can be classi?ed in accordance With their respective printing 
methods, such as inkjet printing, Wire dot printing, thermal 
transfer imaging, and laser beam printing. Printing apparatus 
by using inkjet printing method (hereafter called “inkjet 
printing apparatus”) print image by ejecting ink droplets from 
a printing means (hereafter called “printing head”) onto the 
printing medium, and have advantages such as an ease of 
making the printing apparatus compact, a capability of high 
resolution image in high speed printing, a loWer running co st, 
a loWer noise due to being non-impact printing, and an ease of 
color image printing by using a large number of color inks. 

Inks used for such inkj et printing apparatuses have conven 
tionally been dye inks, Which are produced by various Water 
soluble dyes dissolved in either Water or a mixture of Water 
and organic solvents. HoWever, images printed by dye inks 
are someWhat inferior in image fastness such as light-fast 
ness. 

There has noW come to be used pigmented ink, Which is 
produced by dissolving the pigment dispersion liquid 
Wherein a pigment is dispersed in a polymer dispersant. The 
characteristic of the pigmented ink is superior to the dye ink 
in image fastness such as Water fastness. Since pigments have 
larger particle siZe of coloring agent than that of dyes, they are 
dif?cult to penetrate into the ?bers of the printing medium 
such as plain paper, and stay near the surface thereof. As a 
result, the printing density increases, and the penetration to 
surrounding area becomes less, thus the boundaries of image 
are clearly printed. Currently, hoWever, since pigmented inks 
other than black are someWhat inferior to the dye inks in terms 
of coloring ability many of ink jet printing apparatuses apply 
pigmented ink only forblack ink, and apply dye inks for color 
inks such as cyan, magenta, and yelloW. 

In the meantime, in recent years there have increasingly 
become popular the ecological movements, and as a part of 
Which, in vieW of preserving paper resources, printing on both 
sides of a printing medium (double-sided printing mode) is 
required of printing apparatuses. 

Published references for such double-sided printing mode 
are available. For example, Japanese Patent Application Laid 
open No. 7-314734 (1995) in Which disclosed is a counter 
measure to suppress a see-through of the image printed on 
back side of a printing medium in the double-sided printing 
mode in Which printing is effected to both sides of the printing 
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2 
medium. More speci?cally, a printing in a loWer printing 
density in the double-sided printing mode than in the single 
sided printing mode is disclosed therein. 

Incidentally, since the pigmented inks are ?xed near the 
surface of the printing medium, a see-through does not occur 
so much, if a double-sided printing is done. HoWever, because 
the pigmented ink is inferior to the dye ink in abrasion resis 
tance, the pigmented ink is subject to rubbing of in the 
double-sided printing mode. Speci?cally because, in the 
double-sided printing mode, the printing medium is turned 
over after being printed on the front side thereof and trans 
ported With the printed side While being kept in contact With 
the transport route, the pigmented ink on the printed surface 
tend to be rubbed off. Therefore, a countermeasure is required 
to restrain such rubbed off of the pigmented ink for the 
double-sided printing mode using the pigmented ink. 

HoWever, the aforementioned Japanese Patent Application 
Laid-open No. 7-314734 (1995) discloses neither a double 
sided printing mode by using the pigmented inks, nor a 
method to limit an abrasion of the pigmented inks in the 
double-sided printing mode. Furthermore, Japanese Patent 
Application Laid-open No. 7-314734 (1995) does not dis 
close a printing feature by using both the pigmented ink and 
the dye ink, nor does it disclose speci?cally a preferable 
double-sided printing mode using both the pigmented ink and 
the dye ink. Consequently, it does not disclose any method to 
restrain a rubbing off of the pigmented ink in a double-sided 
printing mode using both the pigmented ink and the dye ink. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The purpose of this invention, in executing the double 
sided printing using the pigmented ink and the dye ink, is to 
provide a printing apparatus, a printing method and program, 
Which best enable preventing any ink rubbing off and restrain 
contaminations on the printing medium and the interior of the 
printing apparatus. 

In the ?rst aspect of the present invention, there is provided 
a printing apparatus for printing an image onto a printing 
medium by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a 
pigment or a dye ink containing a dye, comprising: 

printing control means capable of executing a single-sided 
printing mode effecting printing onto one side of the printing 
medium and a double-sided printing mode effecting printing 
onto both sides of the printing medium, 

Wherein in the event of executing the double-sided printing 
mode, the printing control means effects printing onto at least 
one side on Which the printing is effected ?rst out of both sides 
of the printing medium by using only the dye ink instead of 
the pigmented ink. 

In the second aspect of the present invention, there is pro 
vided a printing apparatus for printing an image on a printing 
medium by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a 
pigment or a dye ink containing a dye, comprising: 

printing control means capable of executing a single-sided 
printing mode effecting printing onto one side of the printing 
medium and a double-sided printing mode effecting printing 
onto both sides of the printing medium, 

Wherein in the event of executing the double-sided printing 
mode, the printing control means printing onto at least a 
speci?c part of the side on Which the printing is effected ?rst, 
out of both sides of the printing medium by using only the dye 
ink instead of the pigmented ink. 

In the third aspect of the present invention, there is pro 
vided a printing apparatus for printing an image onto a print 
ing medium by using at least either a pigmented ink contain 
ing a pigment or a dye ink containing a dye, comprising: 
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printing control means capable of executing a single-sided 
printing mode effecting printing onto one side of the printing 
medium and a double-sided printing mode effecting printing 
onto both sides of the printing medium, 

Wherein in the event of executing the double-sided printing 
mode, the printing control means effects printing by using the 
dye ink as substitute for a part of the image Which is supposed 
to be printed by using the pigmented ink. 

In the fourth aspect of the present invention, there is pro 
vided a printing apparatus for printing an image on a printing 
medium by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a 
pigment or a dye ink containing a dye, comprising: 

printing control means capable of executing a single-sided 
printing mode effecting printing onto one side of the printing 
medium and a double-sided printing mode effecting printing 
onto both sides of the printing medium, 

Wherein in the event of the double-sided printing mode, the 
printing control means effects printing onto at least the side 
on Which the printing is effected ?rst by not reducing the 
amount of the dye ink as compared to the single-sided print 
ing mode, While by reducing the amount of the pigmented ink 
as compared to the single-sided printing mode. 

In the ?fth aspect of the present invention, there is provided 
a printing method of printing an image onto a printing 
medium by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a 
pigment or a dye ink containing a dye, comprising the steps 
of: 

a selection step in Which a printing mode is selected from 
either a single-sided printing mode effecting printing onto 
one side of the printing medium or a double-sided printing 
mode effecting printing onto both sides of the printing 
medium; 

a data creation step in Which an image data is created for 
effecting printing onto at least the side of the printing medium 
on Which the printing is effected ?rst, out of both sides of the 
printing medium, With limiting a use of the pigmented ink 
When the double-sided printing mode is selected in the selec 
tion step, and in Which an image data is created for printing 
Without limiting the use of the pigmented ink When the single 
sided printing mode is selected in the selection step; and 

a printing step in Which printing onto the printing medium 
is performed based on the image data created in the data 
creation step. 

In the sixth aspect of the present invention, there is pro 
vided a printing method of printing an image on a printing 
medium by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a 
pigment or a dye ink containing a dye, comprising the steps 
of: 

a selection step in Which a printing mode is selected from 
either a single-sided printing mode effecting printing onto 
one side of the printing medium or a double-sided printing 
mode effecting printing onto both sides of the printing 
medium; 

a data creation step in Which an image data is created for 
printing for at least a speci?c part of the side of the printing 
medium on Which the printing is effected ?rst, out of both 
sides of the printing medium, With limiting a use of the 
pigmented ink When the double-sided printing mode is 
selected in the selection step, and in Which an image data is 
created for printing Without limiting the use of the pigmented 
ink When the single-sided printing mode is selected in the 
selection step; and 

a printing step in Which printing onto the printing medium 
is performed based on the image data created in the data 
creation step. 

In the seventh aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided a printing method of printing an image onto a print 
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4 
ing medium by using at least either a pigmented ink contain 
ing a pigment or a dye ink containing a dye, comprising the 
steps of: 

a selection step in Which a printing mode is selected from 
either a single-sided printing mode effecting printing onto 
one side of the printing medium or a double-sided printing 
mode effecting printing onto both sides of the printing 
medium; 

a data creation step in Which an image data is created for 
printing for a part of the image, Which is supposed to be 
printed by using the pigmented ink, by using the dye ink as 
substitute When the double-sided printing mode is selected in 
the selection step, and in Which an image data is created for 
printing Without using the dye ink as substitute for a part of 
the image Which is supposed to be printed by using the pig 
mented ink When the single- sided printing mode is selected in 
the selection step; and 

a printing step in Which printing onto the printing medium 
is performed based on the image data created in the data 
creation step. 

In the eighth aspect of the present invention, there is pro 
vided a program executable in a computer to create an image 
data to be supplied to a printing apparatus, the printing appa 
ratus being adapted to print an image onto a printing medium 
by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a pigment 
or a dye ink containing a dye, 

Wherein the program includes a data creation step in Which 
a data is created in response to a printing mode selected out of 
a single-sided printing mode effecting printing onto one side 
of the printing medium and a double-sided printing mode 
effecting printing onto both sides of the printing medium, 
Whereby during the data creation step, an image data is 

created for effecting printing onto at least the side on Which 
the printing is effected ?rst out of both sides of the printing 
medium by using only the dye ink instead of the pigmented 
ink When the double-sided printing mode is selected. 

In the ninth aspect of the present invention, there is pro 
vided a program executable in a computer to create an image 
data to be supplied to a printing apparatus, the printing appa 
ratus being adapted to print an image onto a printing medium 
by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a pigment 
or a dye ink containing a dye, 

Wherein the program includes a data creation step in Which 
a data is created in response to a printing mode selected out of 
a single-sided printing mode effecting printing onto one side 
of the printing medium and a double-sided printing mode 
effecting printing onto both sides of the printing medium, 
Whereby during the data creation step, an image data is 

created for printing for at least a speci?c part of the side on 
Which the printing is effected ?rst of the printing medium by 
using only the dye ink instead of the pigmented ink When the 
double-sided printing mode is selected. 

In the tenth aspect of the present invention, there is pro 
vided a program executable in a computer to create an image 
data to be supplied to a printing apparatus, the printing appa 
ratus being adapted to print an image onto a printing medium 
by using at least either a pigmented ink containing a pigment 
or a dye ink containing a dye, 

Wherein the program including a data creation step in 
Which a data is created in response to a printing mode selected 
out of a single-sided printing mode effecting printing onto 
one side of the printing medium and a double-sided printing 
mode effecting printing onto both sides of the printing 
medium, 

Whereby during the data creation step, an image data is 
created for printing for a part of the image, Which is supposed 
to be printed by using the pigmented ink, by using the dye ink 
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as substitute When the double-sided printing mode is selected, 
and in Which an image data is created for printing Without 
using the dye ink as substitute for a part of the image Which is 
supposed to be printed by using the pigmented ink When the 
single-sided printing mode is selected. 
The invention enables to suppress a printing density reduc 

tion in the double-sided printing mode using the pigmented 
ink and the dye ink, While reducing a printed ink rubbing off, 
thereby lowering contaminations on the interior of printing 
apparatus and the printing medium. 

The above and other objects, effects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention Will become more apparent 
from the folloWing description of embodiments thereof taken 
in conjunction With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a sectional vieW for explaining a schematic con 
struction of the relevant part of an inkjet printing apparatus 
relating to the embodiment l of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the control circuit for the inkjet 
printing apparatus shoWn in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a How chart for explaining the control sequence 
When selecting the printing modes applicable to the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 4 is a How chart for explaining the control sequence 
When selecting the printing modes applicable to the second 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring to the draWing, embodiments of the present 
invention are explained as folloWs. 

It is noted that in this speci?cation, a “front side” of the 
printing sheet refers to the side, Which is printed ?rst, While a 
“back side” of the printing sheet refers to the side, Which is 
printed second. 

First Embodiment 

FIG. 1 illustrates a sectional vieW of an example of inkjet 
printing apparatus construction related to the present inven 
tion. 

In FIG. 1, reference numeral 1 denotes a sheet supply 
stacker capable of stacking a large number of printing sheets 
2 Which are the printing media. The printing sheets 2 stacked 
in the sheet supply stacker 1 are separated sheet by sheet at the 
top of the stack by feed roller 3 driven by feed motor 106 
(referring to FIG. 2), and one sheet at a time is fed to a printing 
sheet transport. The printing sheet 2, passing through a space 
betWeen an upper guide 4 and a loWer guide 5 of the printing 
sheet transport, becomes pinched betWeen a transport roller 6, 
driven by a transport motor 107 (referring to FIG. 2), and a 
pinch roller 7, and is transported to a printing position Which 
faces against a printing head. The transport roller 6 feeds the 
printing sheet 2 in a sub-scanning direction, Which is toWard 
the left in FIG. 1, in predetermined increments. At the printing 
position, the printing head 8, Which is the means to print 
images onto the printing sheet 2, is mounted detachably onto 
a carriage 9. The carriage 9 is supported by a guide shaft 10 
and a guide rail 11 in such a Way possible to travel in a main 
scanning direction. The main scanning direction is perpen 
dicular to the sub-scanning direction, in the front-back direc 
tion of the page Where FIG. 1 is draWn and in parallel With the 
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6 
surface of the printing sheet 2. The carriage 9 is reciprocated 
in the main scanning direction driven by a carriage motor 108 
(referring to FIG. 2). 
The printing head 8 is the inkjet printing head, Which is 

able to eject ink droplets from ink ejection openings. An ink 
ejection method can adopt from various methods utiliZing 
ejection energy generation means such as an electro-thermal 
transducer or a pieZo-electric actuator. In a case Where the 
electro-thermal transducer is used, the electro-thermal trans 
ducer is installed in an ink supply passage as a heat generation 
resistor, ink is boiled by heat generation energy of the electro 
thermal transducer, and the resultant foaming energy is uti 
liZed to eject ink from the ink ejection opening. On the car 
riage 9, an ink tank 12 is mounted, along With the printing 
head 8, for supplying ink to the printing head 8. The ink tank 
12 is detachable from the printing head 8. Therefore, When the 
ink in the ink tank 12 is depleted in a printing operation, 
replacing the ink tank 12 Will enable a continuation of the 
printing operation. The ink tank 12 is stored With black ink (K 
ink) and color inks such as cyan (C ink), magenta (M ink) and 
yelloW (Y ink), and these inks Will be ejected from the ejec 
tion openings of the printing head 8. 
The printing head 8 can either be one integrated printing 

head formed With the ink ejection openings corresponding to 
each color ink, or consisting of a plurality of printing heads. 
The plurality of printing heads can be formed With the ink 
ejection openings corresponding to each color ink, or formed 
With the ink ejection openings corresponding to a plurality of 
color inks, respectively. And, the ink tank 12 can eitherbe one 
integrated body equipped With speci?c reservoir for black and 
each color such as cyan, magenta and yelloW, or separate 
tanks of Which one (black ink tank) being for black and the 
other (color ink tank) being all applicable colors. Further, the 
color ink tank can either be one integrated body equipped 
With speci?c reservoir for each color such as cyan, magenta 
and yelloW, or separate bodies each equipped With speci?c 
color ink reservoir. And, the ink tank 12 can be either detach 
able from the printing head 8, or integrated With the printing 
head 8. Further, the printing head 8 can also be integrated With 
the carriage 9. 

In this example, there are used a pigmented ink for black 
ink and dye inks for cyan, magenta and yelloW inks as color 
inks. There can be produced the pigmented ink by dissolving 
the pigment dispersion into Water-soluble solvent Wherein a 
pigment is dispersed in polymer dispersant. The dye inks on 
the other hand can be produced by various Water-soluble dyes 
dissolved in either Water or a mixture of Water and organic 
solvents. As mentioned above, images printed With the dye 
inks are someWhat inferior in image robustness such as light 
fastness; and the characteristic of the pigmented ink is supe 
rior to the dye ink in image robustness such as Water resis 
tance. Also noted is that the pigment has larger coloring 
particles than a dye so that it stays near the surface of a 
printing medium such as plain paper instead of penetrating 
deeper into its ?brous construction. This makes the image 
density higher, permeation to surrounding areas less, and 
thereby the image border highly distinctively conspicuous. 
At the printing position, a platen 13, Which is mounted in a 

position opposite to the printing head 8, supports the printing 
sheet 2 on the back surface as shoWn in FIG. 1. And at the 
printing position, the printing operation in Which the printing 
head 8 ejects ink droplets as it travels in the main scanning 
direction, and the feeding operation in Which the printing 
sheet 2 is fed by each predetermined increment in the sub 
scanning direction, are alternately repetitively effected and 
thereby images are printed in sequence on a upper side sur 
face of the printing sheet 2 in FIG. 1. The printing sheet 2 With 
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images printed at the printing position becomes pinched 
betWeen an exit roller 14 and a spur Wheel 15 and is trans 
ported leftward as indicated in FIG. 1. The printing sheet 2 is 
sent either to an exit stacker 17 or a double-sided sheet inver 
sion portion, in accordance With the position of an exit ?apper 
16. 

In a single-sided printing mode printing image only on one 
side of the printing sheet 2, the exit ?apper 16 moves to the 
position as indicated by the dotted lines in FIG. 1. The print 
ing sheet 2 printed on the front side is thereby guided by the 
exit ?apper 16 and sent out onto the exit stacker 17, thus being 
stacked in sequence. 
On the other hand, in a double-sided printing mode of 

printing images on both sides of the printing sheet 2, the exit 
?apper 16 orients itself as indicated by the solid lines in FIG. 
1. The printing sheet 2 printed on the front side is thereby 
guided by the exit ?apper 16 and transported to the space 
formed betWeen an outer inversion guide 18 and an inner 
inversion guide 19 of the double-sided sheet inversion por 
tion. The printing sheet 2 subsequently becomes pinched 
betWeen a midWay roller 20 and a midWay spur Wheel 21, and 
is transported to raise an inversion ?apper 25 to the position 
illustrated by solid lines in FIG. 1. The printing sheet 2 then 
becomes pinched betWeen a reversible inversion roller 22 in 
its forWard rotation as indicated by arroW A1, and an inversion 
spur Wheel 23, and is transported to an inversion stacker 24. 
When the printing sheet 2 is transported to the inversion 
stacker 24, some part of the rear end of the printing sheet 2 is 
pinched betWeen the inversion roller 22 and the inversion spur 
Wheel 23. Subsequently, the reverse rotation of the inversion 
roller 22, in arroW A2 direction as indicated, causes the exit 
?apper 16 to move to the position as indicated by the dotted 
lines, and inversion ?apper 25 drops doWn on its oWn Weight 
to the position indicated by the dotted lines in FIG. 1. As a 
consequence, the printing sheet 2 Which Was transported into 
the inversion stacker 24 is noW guided by the inversion ?apper 
25 in the position indicated by the dotted lines in FIG. 1 and 
is led to a substantially S-shaped pathWay 26. The printing 
sheet 2 is transported through the pathWay 26 to become 
pinched again betWeen the transport roller 6 and the pinch 
roller 7 to be fed to the printing position. 
When the printing sheet 2 goes through the pathWay 26, its 

top and bottom surfaces in FIG. 1 are turned over. On the 
printing sheet 2 being turned over, image is printed again by 
the printing head 8. Then the printing sheet 2, after being 
printed on both sides thereof, becomes pinched by the exit 
roller 14 and the spur Wheel 15, is guided by the exit ?apper 
16 in the position indicated by the dotted lines in FIG. 1, is 
then transported out onto the exit stacker 17 and stacked in 
sequence. 

For the double-sided printing mode, as described later, in 
consideration of a side of the printing sheet 2, on Which image 
is printed ?rst (hereafter called “front side”), coming in con 
tact With various rollers, etc., a printing is performed so as to 
best minimize an abrasion of ink from the surface thereof. 
Also in the double-sided printing mode, as described above, 
the printing sheet 2 is turned over after being printed on the 
front side thereof and then printed on a reverse side thereof 
(hereafter called “back side”). 

FIG. 2 indicates a schematic block diagram of a control 
circuit for the inkjet printing apparatus illustrated in FIG. 1. 
Reference numeral 101 denotes a printing control portion to 
control the printing operations for the inkj et printing appara 
tus relating to this example. Reference numeral 102 denotes a 
ROM as a memory means to store programs to be executed by 
the printing control portion 101. Reference numeral 103 
denotes a RAM as a memory means to store temporarily the 
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8 
data for printing images, Which are sent from a host equip 
ment 104. Reference numeral 105 denotes an input portion 
for giving instructions, such as various printing mode selec 
tions, to the printing control portion 101. The input portion 
105, in more speci?c, is devised in such a manner as to 
instruct the double-sided printing mode. Reference numeral 
106 denotes a sheet supply motor to perform a feeding opera 
tion of the printing sheet 2 starting from the sheet supply 
stacker 1; reference numeral 107 denotes a transport motor to 
perform a transport operation of the printing sheet 2; refer 
ence numeral 108 denotes a carriage motor to move carriage 
9 in the main scanning direction; reference numerals 109, 110 
and 111 denote respective drivers for these motors. Reference 
numeral 112 denotes a printing head driver to drive the print 
ing head 8 in response to printing signals; and reference 
numeral 114 denotes temperature detection means to detect 
temperature of the printing head 8. The printing control por 
tion 101 receives detection signals from the temperature 
detection means 114, sends modi?ed printing signals in 
response to the detection signal thereof to the printing head 
driver 112, and thereby causes the printing head 8 to eject ink 
droplets stably taking into account the temperature of the 
printing head 8. 
NoW referring to FIG. 3, printing operation procedures or 

processes for the single-sided and the double-sided printing 
modes relating to the invention are hereby explained. 
Upon turning on the poWer on for the printing apparatus, in 

the step S101 the single-sided printing more is automatically 
set for the printing apparatus. Subsequently, the step S102 
makes judgment as to Whether or not the double-sided print 
ing mode Was selected through the input portion 105. If the 
double-sided printing mode Was not selected in the step S102, 
then the process proceeds to the step S103. Then there is 
performed a normal printing operation With preset printing 
features such as HS (high speed) or HQ (high quality) in the 
single-sided printing mode. In this case the pigmented black 
ink is possibly used depending upon the kind of the printing 
sheet 2 or the printing information. In other Words, the pig 
mented black ink and the dye color inks are used suitably in 
response to the printing image in the single-sided printing 
mode. There can be cases in Which only the dye inks are used, 
or only the pigmented ink is used, or both the pigmented ink 
and the dye inks are used. 

On the other hand, if the double-sided printing mode Was 
selected in the step S102, then the process proceeds to the step 
S104, and the double-sided printing mode is set. In the sub 
sequent step S105, hoWever, it is made possible, through the 
input portion 105, to select the normal printing in the single 
sided printing mode or the printing in the double-sided print 
ing mode. If the double-sided printing mode is not selected in 
the step S105, then the process proceeds to the step S103, 
Whereupon there is performed the normal printing operation 
With preset printing features such as HS (high speed) or HQ 
(high quality) in the single-sided printing mode. 

If the double-sided printing mode is selected in the step 
S105, then the process proceeds to the step S106, and images 
are ?rst printed on the front side of the printing sheet 2. In this 
case, no pigmented black ink is used irrespective of the kind 
of the printing sheet 2 or the printing information. For print 
ing images in black, the printing is performed by so-called 
process black by using the dye color inks (cyan, magenta and 
yelloW), in place of using pigmented black ink. Then, after 
effecting printing onto the front side of the printing sheet 2 
(step S107), the printing sheet 2 is transported to the double 
sided sheet inversion portion to invert the sheet (step S108) as 
mentioned above. 
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At this moment, the reason for using only the dye inks, 
instead of pigmented ink, to print on the front side of the 
printing sheet 2 in the double-sided printing mode is hereby 
explained. In the double-sided printing mode, the front side of 
the printing sheet 2, having been printed With images, are in 
contact With, and rubbed off or abraded by the various com 
ponents and the transport roller, etc ., in the double-sided sheet 
inversion portion. Under such condition in Which the printing 
sheet surface is subject to rubbing or abrasion it is most 
probable for the pigmented ink to be rubbed off or abraded 
aWay if such an ink having a loW abrasion resistance is used. 
Speci?cally, the pigment particles in the pigmented ink are 
larger than the dye particles so that they hardly penetrate 
deeper into the ?brous construction of printing medium such 
as the plain paper and instead stay nearby the surface thereof, 
and therefore tend to be rubbed off or abraded aWay When 
contacting With the rollers, etc. Once the pigment particles are 
rubbed off or abraded aWay, contaminations occur not only on 
the printing sheet but also in the interior of the printing appa 
ratus. On the other hand, the dyes in dye inks tend to penetrate 
deeper into the ?brous construction of the printing sheet 2 it is 
hardly probable for them to be rubbed off or abraded aWay 
When contacting With the rollers, etc. Therefore, in this 
embodiment, only the dye inks, instead of pigmented black 
ink, are used to print on the front side of the printing sheet 2 
in the double-sided printing mode. 

Then, after the printing sheet 2 is inverted, the step S103 is 
initiated to print images on the backside thereof. When effect 
ing printing onto the back side of the printing sheet 2, the 
pigmented black ink is used in response to the kind of the 
printing sheet 2 or the printing information. In other Words, 
the normal printing is performed using the pigmented black 
ink With preset printing features such as HS or HQ. 

Incidentally, the folloWing are the reasons Why a use of the 
pigmented ink is not limited in effecting printing onto the 
back side of the printing sheet 2 in the double-sided printing 
mode. Namely, after effecting printing onto the back side of 
the printing sheet 2, there is no sheet inversion operation, or 
abrasion on the back side by the rollers, etc., or images being 
rubbed off or abraded aWay if the pigmented ink is used. Due 
to these reasons it is possible to use both the dye inks and the 
pigmented ink in effecting printing onto the back side of the 
printing sheet 2. 

In accordance With the ?rst embodiment as described 
above, in the double-sided printing mode, the dye inks, 
instead of a pigmented ink, are used to print image on the front 
side of the printing sheet 2 Which is liable to be abraded or 
rubbed off after the printing, Whereas a use of the pigmented 
ink is not limited to print image on the back side of the 
printing sheet 2. As a result, it is able to print on each side of 
the printing sheet 2 in such a Way as to prevent inks from 
being rubbed off or abraded aWay, keep the printed image 
density minimally loWer, and thereby maintain the printed 
image at a high grade. 

Second Embodiment 

FIG. 4 is a How chart to describe the printing operation 
applicable to the second embodiment 2 of the present inven 
tion. For those parts similar to the aforementioned FIG. 3, the 
same symbols are given With their descriptions omitted. 

In the second embodiment, the difference from the ?rst 
embodiment above is the addition of the step S106A. Namely, 
When effecting printing onto the front side of the printing 
sheet 2 in the double-sided printing mode, a selection is made 
as to Whether or not dye inks shall only be used to print a 
speci?c part (including parts in contact With rollers) of the 
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10 
front side of the printing sheet 2, in consideration of the 
position on the front side coming in contact With the rollers, 
etc. Speci?cally, in the event of effecting printing onto the 
front side of the printing sheet 2, a decision is made (in the 
step S106A) as to Whether a special double-sided printing 
mode (hereafter alternatively called “the secondary double 
sided printing mode”), in Which the printing is performed by 
using only the dye inks for the speci?c part as mentioned 
above, is selected or not. And, if the special double-sided 
printing mode is selected, image is printed by using only the 
dye inks, instead of pigmented ink, for the above-mentioned 
speci?c part; and image is printed by using both the pig 
mented and the dye inks for the parts other than the speci?c 
part (the unspeci?c part). It is noted that the speci?c part 
Where printing is executed by using only the dye inks is the 
part, Which is likely to come in contact With rollers, etc. Thus, 
by printing image Without using pigmented ink only for the 
speci?c part Where the rollers, etc., is likely to contact, it is 
made possible to prevent ink from being rubbed off or 
abraded aWay as a result of rollers, etc., coming in contact 
With. 

It is noted that made possible for a user, through a user 
interface screen for example, to decide Whether or not the 
printing shall be performed by using only the dye inks, 
instead of a pigmented ink, for the speci?c part of the front 
side of the printing sheet 2, namely a decision of as to Whether 
or not selecting the special double-sided printing mode. Spe 
ci?cally, the user interface calculates, and indicates on the 
screen, the position of the speci?c part of the front side of the 
printing sheet 2 Where the rollers, etc., are likely to contact, 
based on preprogrammed positional data of the double-sided 
sheet inversion portion and the transport rollers, etc. in the 
printing apparatus; and data of the printing sheet 2 such as the 
siZe. The user decides, based on the display content and its 
relation With the image to be printed, Whether or not to select 
the special double-sided printing mode to print the speci?c 
part Without using pigmented ink, and accordingly inputs the 
result through the input portion 105. When the special 
double-sided printing mode is selected to print the speci?c 
part Without using pigmented ink, proceeding to the step 
S106B is initiated and effecting printing onto the front side of 
the printing sheet 2 is performed in the “special double-sided 
printing mode” (step S106B). In other Words, the speci?c part 
is printed by using only the dye inks, and the unspeci?c part 
is printed by using both the pigmented and the dye inks. On 
the other hand, if the special double-sided printing mode is 
not selected, then the normal printing is performed in the step 
S103. 
An automatic programming can also be done to record the 

speci?c part Without using pigmented ink at all times. 
In accordance With the second embodiment as described 

above, because the printing is performed Without using a 
pigmented ink for a part of the printing sheet Where the ink 
tend to be rubbed off or abraded aWay (the speci?c part of the 
front side of printing sheet), it is able to suppress abrasion of 
the printed pigmented ink. And, because a printing is per 
formed by using the pigmented ink for the unspeci?c part of 
the printing sheet, a reduction in printing density on the front 
side is less than that in the ?rst embodiment. 

Third Embodiment 

The third embodiment comprises the double- sided printing 
mode (the ?rst double-sided printing mode) as described in 
the ?rst embodiment and the double-sided printing mode (the 
second double-sided printing mode) as described in the sec 
ond embodiment Wherein either of the tWo double-sided 
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modes can be selected. It is noted that such selection of the 
double-sided printing mode is executed in the input portion 
105 of the inkjet printing apparatus. 

In the third embodiment the double-sided printing mode 
suitable to the user needs is enabled. Speci?cally, if the 
importance is given to suppress contaminations in the print 
ing apparatus or on the printing sheet surface, the ?rst double 
sided printing mode is available, While if the importance is 
given to the printed image density on the printing sheet, then 
the second double-sided printing mode is available. 

It is noted that, in the ?rst double-sided printing mode, a 
non-uniform image quality of black colored areas otherWise 
formed by a mixture of K dots of the pigmented ink With C, M 
andY dots of the dye inks does not occur, because the black 
colored areas on the front side of the printing sheet are formed 
only by C, M and Y dots of the dye inks. In other Words, a 
better uniformity of black colored areas in the printed image 
is maintained for the front side of the printing sheet in the ?rst 
double-sided printing mode. Contrary to the above, since the 
back side of the printing sheet is printed With the pigmented K 
ink, the image qualities of black betWeen the front and back 
sides of the printing sheet are different from each other. On 
the other hand, in the second double-sided printing mode, 
since black colored areas of the printed image on the front 
side of the printing sheet are formed by a mixture of the 
pigmented K ink dots and the dye C-, M- andY ink dots, the 
uniformity of image quality in black colored areas of the front 
side of the printing sheet are inferior to that of the above 
mentioned ?rst double-sided printing mode. HoWever, in the 
second double-sided printing mode, on the front side of the 
printing sheet, While the black colored area of the speci?c part 
is formed by only the dye C-, M- andY dots, the black colored 
area of the unspeci?c part is formed by a mixture of the 
pigmented K ink dots and the dye C-, M- and Y ink dots, 
Whereas, on the back side of the printing sheet, black colored 
areas are formed by the pigmented K ink dots. This makes the 
image qualities of the black colored areas betWeen the front 
and the back sides of the printing sheet are similar to each 
other. Therefore, it is made possible to select the ?rst double 
sided printing mode if the uniformity of image quality in the 
black colored areas on the front side of the printing sheet is 
important, or alternatively the second double-sided printing 
mode if the similarity of image quality in the black colored 
areas betWeen the front and the back sides of the printing 
sheet is important. 

Fourth Embodiment 

In the foregoing ?rst embodiment through third embodi 
ment, black colored area in the printed image is formed by a 
mixture (the process black) of the dye color ink dots (the dye 
C-, M- andY color inks) across the entirety or for a part of the 
front side of the printing sheet. In this embodiment, such 
printing for black colored area by the process black is 
replaced With dye black ink. 

Speci?cally, in the fourth embodiment the arrangement is 
made such that there is used, as a black ink, a dye black ink 
containing mainly a dye, in addition to using a pigmented 
black ink containing mainly a pigment. In this embodiment, 
an ink tank stored With a dye black ink and a printing head 
capable of ejecting the dye black ink stored in the ink tank are 
used, in addition to plural ink tanks (tanks storing the pig 
mented K ink, the dye C-, the dye M- and the dyeY inks) and 
plural printing heads (printing heads capable to eject the 
pigmented K ink, the dye C-, the dye M- and the dyeY inks). 
And in the double-sided printing mode, only the dye black 

ink, in place of pigmented black ink, is used to print on the 
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12 
front side of the printing sheet; and the pigmented black ink is 
used to print on the back side of the printing sheet. Such 
arrangement enables not only to prevent the pigmented ink 
from being abraded off the surface of the printing sheet, but 
also enables to avoid degradation in image quality of black, or 
a semi-chromatic black in other Words, due to a relative 
displacement of color dots, because there is no layer consist 
ing of the C-, M- andY color ink dots as in obtaining a process 
black. In the double-sided printing modes in Which the 
amount of ejected ink tends to increase, a use of the process 
black further increases the amount of ejected ink. HoWever, 
this embodiment also gains a bene?t of reducing the total 
amount of ej ected ink by use of the dye black ink as compared 
to the ?rst embodiment. 

Fifth Embodiment 

In the above mentioned ?rst and fourth embodiments, in 
the double-sided printing mode, only the dye inks, in place of 
a pigmented ink, are used to print on the front side of the 
printing sheet, While the pigmented ink is used to print on the 
back side. This accordingly necessitates sWitching from a use 
to a non-use of the pigmented ink betWeen the front side and 
the back side printings for a printing sheet. Therefore, this 
embodiment comprises elimination of sWitching betWeen a 
use and a non-use of pigmented ink by excluding a use of the 
pigmented ink in the double-sided printing mode. 

Speci?cally, both the pigmented and the dye inks are used 
to print in the single-sided printing mode, While a use of the 
pigmented ink is restrained in the double-sided printing 
mode. In other Words, printing is performed Without using 
pigmented ink on either of the front side or the back side in the 
double-sided printing mode. 

Such an arrangement, in the double-sided printing mode, 
not only prevents the pigmented ink from being abraded off 
the printing sheet, but also provides printings of black areas 
With the same image quality betWeen the front and back sides 
of the printing sheet. 

Sixth Embodiment 

In the above mentioned ?rst, fourth and embodiments, in 
the double-sided printing mode, a use of the pigmented ink, 
Which is inferior in abrasion resistance, is restrained in print 
ing at least on the front side of the printing sheet 2. HoWever, 
it is made possible to suppress the extent of a pigment ink 
abrasion off the front side of the printing sheet by just reduc 
ing the amount of the pigmented ink usage in effecting print 
ing onto the front side of the printing sheet, instead of alto 
gether eliminating a use of the pigmented ink. In sum, it is 
merely required to loWer the amount of the pigmented ink in 
effecting printing onto the front side of the printing sheet on 
Which images are printed ?rst in the double-sided printing 
mode. 

Therefore, this embodiment is con?gured to reduce the 
amount of the pigmented ink in printing at least on the front 
side (namely, effecting printing onto the front side, or alter 
natively on both the front and the back sides) in the double 
sided printing mode. For example, a possible con?guration is 
to replace the pigmented ink With the dye inks in printing for 
a part of the side of the printing sheet, on Which images are 
printed ?rst, by otherWise using the pigmented ink. Speci? 
cally, some of those dots usually formed by the pigmented K 
ink are replaced With the dye ink dots (the dye black ink dots 
or the dye C-, M- andY ink dots). In such application it is 
preferable to rearrange the dots in order to maintain the print 
ing density. 
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Other Embodiments 

In each of the above mentioned embodiments, there is 
described a form or mode in Which an instruction of double 
sided printing mode is performed on the printing apparatus, 
speci?cally, the form or mode in Which an instruction of 
double-sided printing mode is performed through the input 
portion 105 on the printing apparatus, but the present inven 
tion is not limited to such a form or mode. For example, there 
can be used such a form or mode that an instruction of double 
sided printing mode is performed through the UI (user inter 
face) of the printer driver programmed in a host equipment 
104 Which is connected With the inkjet printing apparatus. 

In the case of designating a double-sided printing mode 
through the UI (user interface) of the printer driver pro 
grammed in the host equipment 104, it is preferable for the 
host equipment 104 to create a data (the data enabling imple 
menting the printing modes as described in the above men 
tioned ?rst through sixth embodiments) Which is applicable 
to a double-sided printing mode and then send the data to the 
inkj et printing apparatus. For example, When being applied to 
the ?rst embodiment, data for the dye C-, M- and Y inks, 
instead of a pigmented K ink (the pigmented black ink), 
applicable to the black area for effecting printing onto the 
front side is created such that the front side is printed by using 
the dye color inks, in place of a pigmented black ink. Alter 
natively, When being applied to the fourth embodiment, data 
for the dye K ink (the dye black ink), instead of a pigmented 
K ink, applicable to the black area for effecting printing onto 
both the front and back sides is created so that both the front 
and back sides are printed by using only the dye ink, in place 
of a pigmented ink. 

It is noted that, in the present invention, colors of the 
pigmented ink are arbitrary, Without being limited to black as 
described in the above mentioned embodiments; such is also 
the case With colors of the dye inks as described in the above 
mentioned embodiments. 

It is also noted that, in the present invention, it is possible to 
use plural inks, each containing a different amount of pig 
ment, and use the one containing a smaller amount thereof for 
printing images on the side on Which image is printed ?rst in 
the double-sided printing mode. Further, it is possible to use 
the ink containing smaller amount of the pigment for effect 
ing printing onto the side of the printing sheet, Which is likely 
to be contact With peripheral devices, etc., after the printing 
thereon, not limited to the side on Which image is printed ?rst 
in the double-sided printing mode. 
And the present invention is applicable not only to the 

serial scan type printing apparatuses as described above, but 
also broadly to various printing apparatuses such as the so 
called full line type Which has a printing head extending to the 
entire Width of the printing area of printing medium. The 
present invention is also applicable Widely to various printing 
apparatuses Which use plural inks including at least one kind 
of a pigmented ink and at least one kind of a dye ink to print 
image on printing medium in plural printing modes including 
a double-sided printing mode. 

And the present invention also includes an application in 
Which a softWare program to implement the functions of the 
above mentioned embodiments (in the embodiments, a pro 
gram for processes associated With the How chart as indicated 
in FIGS. 3 and 4) is supplied to a system or a device directly 
or remotely, and a computer for the system or the device reads 
out the supplied program code and execute it. In this case a 
form or mode having such a program function does not have 
to be a program. 
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Accordingly, a program code itself installed in a computer 

by Which functions of the present invention are implemented 
by the computer is also a means to implement the present 
invention. 

In that case, a program form is arbitrary provided a pro 
gram function is included therein, such as an object code, a 
program executed by interpreter, or a script data to be sup 
plied to an OS. 
A various memory medium to supply program code are 

available, for example: ?oppy (registered trade mark) disk, 
hard disk, optical disk, magneto optical disk, MO, CD-ROM, 
CD-R, CD-RW, magnetic disk, nonvolatile memory card, 
ROM, DVD (DVD-ROM, DVD-R). 

Other program supplying method is possible by connecting 
the client computer to the Internet home page through a 
broWser installed in the computer, and doWnloading the com 
puter program Which implements the function of the present 
invention in its original form or a compressed ?le With the 
automatic installation function attached therein from the 
home page onto the memory medium such as the hard disk. It 
is further possible by dividing the program codes comprising 
the program Which implements the functions relating to the 
present invention into a plurality of computer ?les, and doWn 
loading each ?le from each different home page. In sum, the 
present invention also includes a World Wide Web server, 
Which enables plural users to implement the functions relat 
ing to the present invention. 
And it is possible to accomplish by distributing memory 

medium such as CD-ROM stored With an encrypted program 
relating to the functions of the present invention to the users, 
having the only users Who clear a certain contract terms 
doWnload the key information to decrypt it from the home 
page through the Internet so that the users decrypt the 
encrypted program by using the key information, install it in 
their computers, and thereby implement it. 

The present invention of course includes a case in Which, in 
addition to implementing the functions of the above men 
tioned embodiments by the computer executing the read-out 
program, the OS (operating system) or the equivalent operat 
ing in the computer executes either the entirety or a part of the 
actual process in compliance With the instruction of the pro 
gram code, thereby implementing the functions of the above 
mentioned embodiments. 

Further, the present invention of course includes a case in 
Which, after the program code read out from a memory 
medium is installed in a function add-in board inserted in the 
computer or in the memory aboard a function extension unit 
connected thereto, the CPU or the equivalent aboard the func 
tion add-in board or the function extension unit executes 
either the entirety or a part of the actual process in compliance 
With the instruction of the program code, thereby implement 
ing the functions of the above mentioned embodiments. 
The present invention has been described in detail With 

respect to preferred embodiments, and it Will noW be apparent 
from the foregoing to those skilled in the art that changes and 
modi?cations may be made Without departing from the inven 
tion in its broader aspect, and it is the intention, therefore, in 
the apparent claims to cover all such changes and modi?ca 
tions as fall Within the true spirit of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A printing apparatus, comprising: 
a printing unit for applying a ?rst ink containing a pigment 

and a second ink containing a dye; and 
printing control means for selectively executing a single 

sided printing mode for printing onto one side of a print 
ing medium by using said printing unit and a double 
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sided printing mode for printing onto both sides of the 
printing medium by using said printing unit, 

Wherein an amount of the second ink applied based on 
predetermined printing information onto the side on 
Which the printing is effected ?rst in the double-sided 
printing mode is not less than that of the second ink 
applied, based on the predetermined printing informa 
tion onto the side on Which the printing is effected in the 
single-sided printing mode, 

an amount of the ?rst ink applied based on the predeter 
mined printing information onto the side on Which the 
printing is effected ?rst in the double-sided printing 
mode is less than that of the ?rst ink applied based on the 
predetermined printing information onto the side on 
Which the printing is effected in the single- sided printing 
mode, and 

Wherein the amount of the second ink applied based on the 
predetermined printing information in the double-sided 
printing mode is more than that of the second ink applied 
based on the predetermined printing information in the 
single-sided printing mode. 

2. A printing apparatus, comprising: 
a printing unit for applying a ?rst ink containing a pigment 

and a second ink containing a dye; and 
a printing controller for selectively executing a single 

sided printing mode for printing onto one side of a print 
ing medium by using said printing unit and a double 
sided printing mode for printing onto both sides of the 
printing medium by using said printing unit, 

Wherein an amount of the ?rst ink applied based on prede 
termined printing information in the double- sided print 
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ing mode is less than an amount of the ?rst ink applied 
based on the predetermined printing information in the 
single-sided printing mode, and 

an amount of the second ink applied based on the prede 
termined printing information in the double- sided print 
ing mode is more than an amount of the second ink 
applied based on the predetermined printing informa 
tion in the single-sided printing mode. 

3. A printing method of printing onto a printing medium by 
using a ?rst ink containing a pigment and a second ink con 
taining a dye, the method comprising the steps of: 

setting a single-sided printing mode for applying the ?rst 
and second inks to print onto one side of the printing 
medium or a double-sided printing mode for applying 
the ?rst and second inks to print onto both sides of the 
printing medium; and 

printing onto the printing medium according to the set 
printing mode, 

Wherein an amount of the ?rst ink applied based on prede 
termined printing information in the double- sided print 
ing mode is less than an amount of the ?rst ink applied 
based on the predetermined printing information in the 
single- sided printing mode, and an amount of the second 
ink applied based on the predetermined printing infor 
mation in the double-sided printing mode is more than 
an amount of the second ink applied based on the pre 
determined printing information in the single-sided 
printing mode. 


